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Abstract. As one of the most critical stages of CG (Computer Graphics) industry, CG design & 

production needs the support of professional knowledge and practice experience of multidisciplinary. With 

the outstanding performance in knowledge sharing, integration and reuse, knowledge modeling could 

increase greatly the efficiency, reduce the cost and avoid repeated error in CG design & production. 

However, knowledge modeling of CG design & production differs greatly from those of other fields. On 

the one hand, it is similar to physical product design, which involves great deal of tacit knowledge such as 

modeling skills, reasoning knowledge and so on. On the other hand, as film, CG design & production 

needs a lot of unstructured description information. The heterogeneity between physical product and film 

makes knowledge modeling more complicated. Thus a systematic knowledge modelling method based on 

Ontology is proposed to aid CG design & production in this paper. CG animation knowledge is capture 

and organized from viewpoint of three aspects: requirements and design and production. The knowledge 

are categorized into static and dynamic knowledge, and Ontology is adopted to construct a hierarchic 

model to organize the knowledge, so as to offer a uniform communication semantic foundations for 

designers from different fields. Based on animation script, the CG design task model is proposed to drive 

the organization and management of different knowledge involved in CG design & production. Finally, we 

apply this method in the knowledge modeling of naked-eye animation design and production to illustrate 

effectiveness of this method.  
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1 Introduction 

CG (Computer Graphics) animation is a kind of film designed and produced mainly by computer. CG animation is an 
important media product, which is of great need in film industry, industrial products propaganda, education and some 
other fields. As one of the most critical stages of CG industry, CG design & production involves script design, 3D 
modeling, scene rendering, road planning and so on. Characterized by high density of knowledge and innovation, CG 
design & production needs the support of professional knowledge and practice experience of multidisciplinary. CG design 
& production is the process to transform the customer requirements into CG animation by related personnel (shown in 
Figure 1). A great deal of knowledge would be generated during this process, such as story, story board, scripts, modelling 
skills, parameters setting methods and so on.  
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Figure 1. The framework of CG design & production process knowledge modeling 

With the outstanding performance in knowledge sharing, integration and reuse, knowledge modeling could increase 
greatly the efficiency, reduce the cost and avoid repeated error in CG design & production. The Ontology technique is an 
important tool in knowledge engineering, which could support knowledge sharing, integrating and reusing on the level of 
semantic, and describe various kinds of phenomenon, facts and theoretical knowledge[1]. However, knowledge modeling 
of CG design & production differs greatly from those of other fields. On the one hand, it is similar to physical product 
design, which involves great deal of tacit knowledge such as modeling skills, reasoning knowledge and so on. On the 
other hand, as film, CG design & production needs a lot of unstructured description information. The heterogeneity 
between physical product and film makes knowledge modeling more complicated. Thus, this article aims to propose an 
integrating knowledge modelling method to aid CG design & production. The following part of this paper is as follows: 
related works on Ontology are presented in Part 2. CG design & production process is stated, and the knowledge 
generated during this process is analyzed in Part 3. The Ontology modelling process is illustrated in Part 4. A case of 3D 
film design & production is illustrated in Part 5. Part 6 concludes the whole paper. 

2 Related works 

Ontology is a philosophy terminology referred to the ultimate physical phenomenon which states philosophical theories. 
In the realm of knowledge engineering, there are no universal definition of Ontology. The most famous one is defined by 
Gruber-- “Ontology is a description of the concept of shared conceptualization”[2]. Ontology is studied and applied in 
many aspects, such as geographical area [3], biological and medical field[4-5], assembling process domain[6-7], service 
area[1] and so on.

The work of movie Ontology building is really great in progress. Some famous knowledge databases such as 
LinkedMdb, Freebase and so on, have been built on the open datacloud[8]. Wang[8] proposed a method to construct 
Bilingual Movie Knowledge Graph. However, these knowledge databases focus on film information about actors, 
audience, production companies and so on. Little knowledge about the design & production is involved.  

Most Ontology researches about design & production were carried on tangible products[9-11]. Zhou et al. 
[9]proposed a modeling method of Diesel Ontology Model for Multidisciplinary Optimization Process, and solved the 
problems that sematic of information model was simple and information could not be inherited shared. However, as film, 
CG design & production needs a lot of unstructured description information. Thus the method of tangible products design 
& production knowledge building could not be used in CG directly.  

3 CG design & production process analysis 

CG design & production is the process to transform the customer requirements into CG animation by related personnel. A
great deal of knowledge would be generated during this process. The detailed procedures are outlined in Figure 2. Story,
story board, checking video, script and other kind of knowledge are generated in the design stage, while 3D model, 
camera layout, lighting layout, background materials are generated in the production stage. Besides, modelling skills, 
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parameters setting methods and other tacit knowledge will be generated during the whole process. The above mentioned 
knowledge constitutes the knowledge system of CG design & production process. 
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Figure 2. The knowledge generated within CG design & production process 

In order to share information, the knowledge are classified into static knowledge and dynamic knowledge. Static 
knowledge could be referred to directly in other fields, while dynamic knowledge could be used in CG design & 
production process only. The upper part of Figure 3 shows the knowledge system classification of CG design & 
production process. 
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Figure 3. The knowledge system classification of CG design & production process 

The main tasks of knowledge modeling in this article are to build the domain Ontology model and application 
Ontology model for each kind of knowledge appeared in Figure 2. The domain Ontology of CG design & production 
process is the base model for the classified knowledge. Due to limited space, only the domain Ontology model and two 
application ontologies (one in static knowledge sub-class and another in dynamic knowledge shown in Figure 3) are 
demonstrated in the following part. 

4 Ontology modelling for CG design & production process 

The domain Ontology of CG design & production process is the base model for the classified knowledge. Ontology model 
could be constructed by two methods – manual modeling and computer modeling. One the one hand, manual modeling is 
excellent in recognizing important concepts by experts due to the comprehensive property of human, while prone to 
omitting some details. On the other hand, computer modeling performed well in dealing with mass data, but can’t 
summarize. An integrated method of Top-down mainly by manual and Bottom-up mainly by computer is adopted to 
construct Ontology model. 

4.1 Domain Ontology  

The domain Ontology of CG design & production process is denoted by a five-element model OCG={C, R, P, A, I}. C is 
the set containing all the concepts related in CG design & production process. Some main concepts and their hierarchical 
level in C is shown in Figure 3 (a). R represents the relationships among these concepts, containing parent-child 
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relationship, whole-part relationship, object-attribute relationship and so on. The relationship is-a shown in Figure 3 (a) is 
a kind of parent-child relationship. As shown in Figure 3 (b), the relationship limitedBy means that CG design & 
production process is limited by CG animation laws. The relationship use means that CG design & production process 
will use some software, such as 3D modeling software, rendering software, texturing software and so on. The relationship 
use means that CG design & production process could produce CG animation. Besides, there are reciprocal relationships, 
transfer relationships, function relationships and symmetrical relationships. For example the relationship limitedBy and 
limited are reciprocal. 
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(a) The hierarchy structure of some main concepts in C
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Figure 4. The domain Ontology of CG design & production process (part) 

P represents the set of properties, used in depicting the concept. A is the Axioms defined on ∑OCG (where ∑OCG=C

R) depicting all the rules within this field. Axiom could put constraints on other concepts and properties. Take the 
concept software rule for example, it could be defined by the natural language as ‘the software rule is used to select 
software’. This definition can be decomposed into two: (1) a software rule is a rule, and (2) this rule is used to select 
software. This concept could be expressed as follow axiom:

software rule = rule ∩ (∀rule. software selecting)    (1)
I represents the set1 of all the instances of C.  

4.2 Application Ontology 1- domain knowledge  

The application Ontology for domain knowledge is shown in Figure 5. Some main concepts and the hierarchy relationship 
among them are shown in Figure 5 (a). The Document_Feature Ontology represents the features of document in CG 
design & production process. According to their format, Document_Feature Ontology could be classified into several sub 
Ontology, such as usage feature, hierarchy feature, format feature, process feature, resource feature and so on. The 
Document Ontology represents knowledge carrier such as pictures, papers and so on. According to the classification of 
Document_Feature Ontology, document could be divided into corresponding classes. With the thining of document 
feature, document types are thinned further, and thus the hierarchy structure is formed just as shown in Figure 5 (a). The 
Ontology knowledge_Element could be divided into concept knowledge element, principle knowledge element, method 
knowledge element, fact knowledge element and so on. The properties of domain knowledge Ontology are shown in 
Figure 5 (b). The property hasFeature represents the features of domain knowledge. 
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Figure 5. The application Ontology for domain knowledge (part) 

4.3 Application Ontology 2- process knowledge  

The process knowledge is the integration of all the interactive activities performed during the CG design & production 
process. The main ontologies are shown in Figure 6. The Ontology activity represents all the activities accord in the CG 
design & production process, which could be refined into publicActivity and privateActivity. The Ontology publicActivity

signifies the activities occurred on the level of organizations, containing taskPlanning, taskDecomposing, taskRealizing,
taskResultReducing. requirementAnalysis is the sub-class of taskPlanning. The Ontology privateActivity signifies the 
activities occurred on the level of individuals, containing designProcessActivity and designRationalActivity.
designRationalActivity contains four thinking activities: convergent thinking activities, generative thinking activities, 
analytical thinking activities and synthesis thinking activities. 
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Figure 6. The process application Ontology (part) 
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5 Case study 

This case is a naked-eye 3D advertisement for hand sanitizers, which comes from an IT company located in Shanghai. The 
naked-eye 3D film is an emerging CG product, which is regarded as the next generation of display technology with 
endless vitality. To get the best naked-eye 3D visual effect, design & production knowledge of each step should be reused 
and shared. Thus the proposed method was applied in the knowledge modeling of naked-eye 3D animation design and 
production to illustrate effectiveness of this method.  

The procedures of naked-eye 3D film design & production include the following key steps: script design, 3D 
modeling, scene making, rendering, film production, synthesis, editing etc. The knowledge classification of naked-eye 3D 
animation design & production is shown in the lower part of Figure 3. Each kind of knowledge was modeling with 
Ontology technique. The activity of defining tasks could form links among the domain knowledge, design requirements 
(static knowledge) and the related tasks (dynamic knowledge). Thus the Ontology representation of the defining tasks 
activity is described in Figure 7 with OWL. Figure 7 (a) shows the integrated Ontology for defining tasks activity. The 
input and output of defining tasks activity Ontology are design target Ontology (Figure 7 (b)) and statement of task 
Ontology (Figure 7 (c)), respectively. The design target Ontology describes customer requirements in respects of pictures, 
voice, lens and so on. The statement of task Ontology is the formal statements of design task which are described in 
designer’s language. During the defining tasks activity, domain knowledge Ontology (Figure 7 (d)) will be used. The final
notes about Figure 7 are: “SPE****”, such as “SPE2940”, “SPE7293” etc., refers to relevant provisions. “TAB2098” 
refers to the task set. “RQT****”, such as “RQT0712”, “RQT0932” etc., refers to the design requirements of this design 
task. “YFSD2344” refer to the knowledge browsed in the process of task formulation.

<owl:NamedInduvidual
rdf:about= &CGProductModel;SPE2732 >
<Description>Consistent with the regulations issued by the

state administration of radio film and television</Description>
</owl:NamedIndividual>
<owl:NamedIndividual>

rdf:about= &CGProductModel;SPE3154 >
<Description>The lights are soft

</Description>
</owl:NamedIndividual>
<owl:NamedIndividual

rdf:about= &CGProductModel;SPE5872 >
<Description> distant view</Description>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

<owl:NamedIndividual
rdf:about= &DesignProcess:DTP2937 >

<Time rdf:datatype= &xsd;dateTime >20160325</Time>
<Description>

a task defining activity in a naked-eye 3D advertisement
for hand sanitizers. The inputs are design task Ontology, and the

outputs are statement of task Ontology.
</Description>
<Planner

rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;DSR9023 />
<HasMethod

rdfresource= &Designprocess;OFDE />
<InputSpecification

rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;SPE2940 />

<InputSpecification
rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;SPE9831 />

<OutputResult
rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;TAB2098 />

<Artifact
rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;ART4387 />

<RelatedKnowledgeItem
rdf:resource= &DomainKnowledge;YFSD2344 />

</owl:NamedIndividual>

<NamedIndividual rdf:about= &DomainKnowledge;YFSD2344 >
<rdf:type

rdf:resource= &DomainKnowledge;DomainKnowledge />
<DomainKnowledge:HasFeature

rdf:resource= &DomainKnowledge;RequirementAcquisition />
</NamedIndividual>

<owl:NamedIndividual
rdf:about= &CGProductModel;RQT0712>
<rdf:type

rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;SceneRequirement />
<Descripton>

Smoking can not appears in any scene.
<Description>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

<owl:NamedIndividual
rdf:about= &CGProductModel;RQT0932 >
<rdf:type

rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;LightRequirement />
<Description>

the lights layout and textures could make soft rays.
<Description>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about= &CGProductModel;TAB2098 >
<HasRequirement rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;RQT0712 />
<HasRequirement rdf:resource= &CGProductModel;RQT0932 />

</owl:NamedIndividual>

(a) Task defining activity Ontology (Integration)(b) Design target Ontology

(c) Statement of task Ontology

(d) Domain Knowledge Ontology

Figure 7. The OWL of the naked eye 3D film design & production Ontology (part) 

6 Conclusion 

This article proposed an integrating knowledge modelling method to aid CG design & production. CG animation 
knowledge is capture and organized from viewpoint of three aspects: requirements and design and production. The 
knowledge are categorized into static and dynamic knowledge, and Ontology is adopted to construct a hierarchic model to 
organize the knowledge, so as to offer a uniform communication semantic foundations for designers from different fields. 
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Based on animation script, the CG design task model is proposed to drive the organization and management of different 
knowledge involved in CG design & production. 
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